
A75.01
Building Area: (sf)
43,304

Cost per Square Foot: 
$284

Construction Cost
$12.3 Million

Date of Completion:
July, 2019

Program Summary:
A new 43,300 SF Church campus including a 1,214 seat sanctuary 
and a 14,365 SF Youth Center serving an impoverished community.

Program Statement:
A multi-campus church, originating in the culturally rich communities 
of southern Louisiana, needed a permanent place of worship for its 
members in Opelousas, Louisiana. The new campus is sited so that it 
is visible from the interstate, and becomes a beacon of servitude to 
the under-served, culturally rich, and racially diverse community which 
it serves. The new campus was designed to be a place of worship as 
well as a community center for faith based gatherings and events. 
The layout of the building is based on two essential separated areas, 
the Main Sanctuary and Youth Center, both connecting to a large, 
centrally located lobby. The Lobby is equipped with moveable seating 
and a full service coffee bar which facilitates social interaction and 
provides space to serve the community beyond typical Sunday 
services. The Youth center consists of two cordoned sides, one for 
infants to 4 year olds, and the other for kindergarten and elementary 
kids. Both sides are funneled through a secure check-in area adjacent 
to the lobby where parents can check-in their children before 
attending worship services. In order to maximize space and budget, 
the main sanctuary utilizes tiered seating with support spaces 
strategically located below the tiers. The minimal budget was not a 
deterrent, but rather, the grounds for insightful design resolutions. A 
locally sourced, natural material pallet with a priority on craftsmanship 
was employed to create a memorable, warm, and rustic atmosphere.
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The new Opelousas campus is 
prominently sited off of Interstate 49 
at the Harry Guilbeau Road Exit, on 
the edge of the main chenier along 
Bayou Callahan.

Patrons are directed to three main 
vehicular entrances before church 
services. With the help of parking lot 
volunteers and parking lot arrows, 
vehicles are directed into one-way, 
70 degree parking stalls to maximize 
space and entry/exit time. 

In rain events patrons are directed to 
two linear covered drop off areas at 
both front and rear Lobby entrances.

Site Plan

West Elevation
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This new 43,304 square foot facility 
includes a fully functional nursery 
and children’s church area to serve 
children from infants  all the way up 
to the 5th grade. 

The facility also includes a large and 
inviting lobby complete with a full-
service coffee bar, lounge and 
fellowship area. 

The Sanctuary is a 1,214 seat 
auditorium with approximately 710 
seats in tiered arrangement allowing 
for a closer and more intimate feel. 
The floor seating of approximately 
504 moveable chairs can be 
stacked, removed and stored 
allowing the sanctuary to double as 
a large event space for weddings 
and other special events.

Floor Plans
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Concrete tilt-up wall construction 
was utilized in order to achieve an 
exposed natural material in both 
exterior and interior conditions. This  
construction method also contributed 
to reducing the construction costs.

Front Elevation

Locally sourced, tumbled brick was 
utilized to give visual priority to the 
Lobby entrances both at the front 
and rear of the building. The high 
archways with wood slat infill provide 
a way for natural light to penetrate 
deep into the lobby while providing 
significant shading and weather 
protection to the entrances.

Main Entrance
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The butterfly drop-off canopies are 
constructed of hollow reinforced 
concrete columns, tapered I-beams 
and standing seam metal roofing. 
The concrete columns are poured 
with integral drain piping which 
connect the central stainless steel 
gutter to the subsurface drainage 
system.

Front Covered Drop-off

The side butterfly drop-off canopy is 
connected to the back porch with a 
custom Aluminum canopy system. 
The back porch provides an 
additional exterior space to overlook 
the future pond at the rear of the 
building.

Side Drop-off & Back Porch
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The front entrance to the lobby 
incorporates a high ceiling and 
Curtainwall system to help push 
natural light further into the lobby 
space. The exterior materials 
transition into the interior spaces in 
this area to create a rustic yet 
refined atmosphere.

Lobby - Main Entrance

The lobby floor is the hardened, 
sealed and polished concrete slab of 
the building. The use of the 
structural slab as a finished material 
was not only a material preference, 
but also played a role in reducing the 
overall construction cost.

Lobby - Youth Portal
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The café consists of a lowered 
ceiling adjacent to a vast glazed wall 
overlooking the future playground 
area, in order to create a more 
intimate space for parents to interact 
while monitoring their children. The 
locally sourced, rough sawn cypress 
lumber was stained 3 different colors 
and randomized to create a textured 
linear pattern with linear LED lighting 
and linear HVAC diffusers 
seamlessly incorporated into the 
design.

Café & Rear Entrance
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The welcome center in the main 
lobby is centrally located and visually 
accessible from both lobby 
entrances and allows for interaction 
between church staff and new 
visitors. The same locally sourced 
cypress wood utilized throughout the 
building is installed horizontally at 
the welcome desk and paired with a 
pure white solid surface product to 
create a focal piece at the center of 
the lobby, juxtaposed with the 
vertical wood slat wall beyond.

Welcome Center
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The youth check-in area provides a 
centrally located security portal to 
the youth center. This check-in desk 
incorporates electronic access 
controls for the two sets of opposing 
doors flanking it, to securely control 
the entry and exit of both parents 
and children. The desk utilizes the 
horizontal wood slats and solid 
surface material as well as custom 
fabricated stainless steel brackets to 
maximize visual sight lines to small 
children, while providing a solid 
standup working surface.

Youth Check-In
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The youth worship area is a smaller 
sanctuary designed for elementary 
age children during Sunday worship, 
however it is also being utilized as a 
multipurpose space for any number 
of gatherings and events.
The space can comfortably seat over 
175 movable chairs and includes a 
cast in place concrete stage, custom 
acoustical wall panels, and an open 
ceiling with sprayed acoustical 
insulation. This space is also 
equipped with integrated house 
lighting and audio systems which all 
culminate at a raised control booth at 
the rear of the room.

Youth Worship
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The main sanctuary is an impressive 
coordination of sophisticated audio, 
video, lighting and acoustical 
systems, all precisely designed and 
intricately woven into the aesthetic 
design of the space. The 710 fixed 
stadium seats are connected to 
tiered concrete slabs, which span 
over useable spaces underneath. 
The main control booth, both 
acoustically transparent and 
centrally located among the tiered 
seating, provides an ideal location 
from which to control all aspects of 
the A/V and lighting of the space.

Walls clad with custom fabricated 
acoustic paneling, framed & 
insulated gypsum board bass traps 
hung from the ceiling, and an 
acoustic wall system all contribute to 
a space with an exceptionally high 
degree of acoustic control.

Main Sanctuary
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This section cuts through the Main 
Lobby and front entrance looking 
West towards the Welcome Center 
and two sanctuary entrances on 
either side. 
This portion of the building utilizes 
steel construction and spans 
between the two tilt-up concrete 
building areas.

Section - Main Lobby

This section cuts through the Main 
Sanctuary, Lobby and Youth Check-
In looking North, and shows the 
relation between the tiered seating 
and spaces below. The section also 
illustrates the adjacency between the 
Main Lobby and the Youth Check-in 
area.

Section - Sanctuary
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